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PIERPAOLO VACCA 
TRAVESSU 

 
Travessu is the project linked to accordeonist Pierpaolo Vacca's debut album, recorded for 
Paolo Fresu's Tǔk Music. 
Entirely arranged, composed, played and chiseled by him and featuring Dino Rubino, Pape 
Ndiaye, Nanni Gaias, DJ Cris and Fabio Calzia. 
The title literally means "reverse," also in the sense of "contrary Mary" or, again, as 
something that overturns and reshuffles.  
The sense of the project is to start from dances, dances and passing through rituals and 
traditions of its area of origin, experience music that is overwhelmed and smoothed by the 
use of electronics, projecting into a world where the sounds of the past meet with the sounds 
of the present.  
In the live project, which is deeply pushed into the "futuristic" thanks to a truly creative and 
intelligent artistic choice, songs related to traditional dances that are still sung and danced 
by the community, authentic customs handed down over time that have been alongside 
social changes for centuries, adapting and never becoming extinct, can also find a place: it 
is no coincidence that this work inaugurated ETNOTǓK, a sub-label dedicated precisely to 
world music. 
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Thus, the approach is that of a work that starting from traditional music wants to be rooted 
in the contemporary and the present, looking to the future. The result is simply amazing and 
impressed all the listeners of one of his concerts. 
Pierpaolo Vacca made his mark on the national scene in the three-year period 2021-23 by 
participating in Tango Macondo, a play directed by Giorgio Gallione and staged by the 
Teatro Stabile di Bolzano.  
This play also resulted in a successful recording project embellished by the voices of Malika 
Ayane, Tosca and Elisa. 
 
 
The relationship between dance, player and community is a fascinating and complex dialectic.  
It is the difficult negotiation between an individual who is the ringer, a group of people who constitute his 
villagers, and an abstract and intangible concept that would be the dance.  
In the case of Ovodda there are five dances and culturally they make this granite cluster of houses a 
junction point between mountain and hill cultures, of the Gennargentu, Barbagie and Mandrolisai.  
In Ovodda people dance the dances generally widespread further north (Ballu tundu, Dillu, Passu Torrau) 
along with 
those of a more western area (Ballu tzoppu, Dantza).  
At least this is the legacy of Tziu Peppino Deiana and Peppe Cuga, who certainly put an important 
mortgage on the way dances are accompanied in Ovodda.  
What are the dances of a community?  
Those that are surely danced night by night, carnival by carnival, those that keep people together, that 
make the player and the listener happy.  
The tunes on this work are five performances related to the style of Tziu Peppino Deiana, but they are 
something more complicated than five community dances. 
They are first and foremost the legacy of a virtuoso who identifies the community of Ovoddese and at the 
same time enters dialogue with neighboring village, Sarule, Tziu Peppino's village of origin.  
It is the tale of a revolutionary teaching method.  
It is the story of a group of disciples (Pierpaolo in primis) but also Peppino, Pietro, Gianluca, Ivan, to name 
a few.  
People connected to the village of Ovodda who learned from a great master how to be free on a severely 
limited instrument. 
The paradox is this.  
These are local and communal musics but launched into the cosmos of creative freedom, of individual 
choice, of being representative of oneself, but also of the genius of the instant.  
It is the rigor of the respectable man who, however, always hides that little devil that must necessarily take 
over for a moment.  
A little devil that ensures that music, culture, people, do not die in custom but continue to fuel an 
unpredictable fire that makes everyone crazier and freer. 
Using electronics, the aim is to give space to revisit what have always been the melodies that accompany 
the festive moments of communities.  
A work that gives prominence to what are the suggestions and sounds of a territory, smoothed, overturned 
and twisted by a new interpretation with influences certainly folk, electronic but also jazz, with a look 
towards what is now called World Music.  
Fabio Calzia (notes to the CD) 
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